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Dominic Gideon

In the beginning was the *Word*,
But the Word turned into many words,
And now *linguistics* carefully dissects these words,
Turning them into just another *scientific* category
In this *modern era* where everything must be understood,
Where the way a historian goes about her trade
Is turned into a *historiographic* analysis,
Where *cultural studies* unveil all the
Hidden truths behind society.

I get tired of all the academic *discourse*—
Professors preaching *semantics*,
Scientifically extracting *meaning* which words *convey*.
Sometimes I want to enjoy an *idea* without
Diving deeply into its *philosophy*.

We use *language* as *communication*
To disseminate *information*, send a *message*,
*Verbalize* what we want others to hear.
But what happened to that inaudible, unwritten,
Mysterious *Word* from the beginning?